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Estimation of melanin and hemoglobin in skin tissue
using multiple regression analysis aided by
Monte Carlo simulation
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Abstract. To estimate the concentrations of melanin and blood and
the oxygen saturation in human skin tissue, we propose a method
using a multiple regression analysis aided by a Monte Carlo simula-
tion for diffuse reflectance spectra from the skin tissue. By using the
absorbance spectrum as a response variable and the extinction coef-
ficients of melanin, oxygenated hemoglobin, and deoxygenated he-
moglobin as predictor variables, the multiple regression analysis gives
regression coefficients. The concentrations of melanin and blood are
determined from the regression coefficients using conversion vectors
that are estimated numerically in advance, while the oxygen satura-
tion is obtained directly from the regression coefficients. Numerical
and experimental investigations were performed for layered skin tis-
sue models and phantoms. Measurements of human skin were also
carried out to monitor variations in the melanin and blood contents
and oxygenation during cuff occlusion. The results confirmed the use-
fulness of the proposed method. © 2004 American Institute of Phys-
ics. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1756918]
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1 Introduction
Various optical methods1–6 have been reported for effective
and noninvasive medical diagnostics of living human skin tis-
sue. Quantitative estimation of the melanin and blood concen
trations and blood oxygenation is important for detecting vari-
ous skin diseases, including cancers; monitoring health statu
and tissue metabolism; and evaluating convalescence. Th
major chromophores in the superficial skin layer are melanin
oxygenated hemoglobin, and deoxygenated hemoglobin
which show distinctive optical absorption properties in the
visible wavelength range. If the concentration of each chro
mophore varies, then the corresponding change may be vi
ible in light diffusely reflected from the skin tissue in this
wavelength range. Therefore, analysis of the diffuse reflec
tance spectra may provide us with useful information on tis-
sue activities that are related to melanin and hemoglobin. O
the other hand, the diffuse reflectance spectra also depend
the light scattering that is due to the structures of tissues an
cells, such as collagen fibers and other cellular structures
Thus, estimation of the melanin and hemoglobin concentra
tions requires knowledge of the scattering properties of ligh
in skin tissue as well as its absorption properties.

A number of spectroscopic methods have been studied fo
noninvasive determination of the scattering and absorptio
properties in living tissues, including time-resolved
measurements,7 a frequency-domain method,8 and spatially
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resolved measurements.9–13Chemometrics is generally know
as a useful means for data analysis in spectroscopy. S
methods using this approach have been studied for skin tis
spectroscopy also to evaluate absorbing components in
tissue. Tsumura et al.14 proposed a method using an indepe
dent component analysis of color images for visualizing
spatial distributions of melanin and hemoglobin in hum
skin. Shimada et al.15 reported a method for predicting ab
sorption spectra of skin tissue using multiple regression an
sis based on the modified Lambert-Beer law. This method
simple and seems to be promising for routine assessmen
melanin and hemoglobin concentrations in skin tissue beca
of assuming the modified Lambert-Beer law. However, re
able and absolute measurements are still difficult with t
method because of the nonlinearity between the absorb
and the concentration of chromophores. Owing to this pr
lem, the measurable range of concentration changes is lim
and an estimation of oxygen saturation has not yet been m
using their method.

In this paper we propose a different approach to us
multiple regression analysis to estimate the concentration
melanin and hemoglobin together with the oxygen saturat
in skin tissue. In the proposed method, the nonlinearity
tween the absorbance of skin tissue and the concentratio
each chromophore is compensated by conversion vectors
rived in advance from a number of absorbance spectra si
lated by the Monte Carlo method for various values of t
melanin and hemoglobin concentrations. The possibility

1083-3668/2004/$15.00 © 2004 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of the estimation process.
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this method was numerically investigated for absorbance
spectra generated with typical optical parameters of huma
skin. Experiments with two-layered skin tissue phantoms and
in vivo measurements for human skin during cuff occlusion
were performed to confirm the usefulness of the method.

2 Theory
2.1 Multiple Regression Analysis
In multiple regression analysis, a relationship between two
variable setsyk(k51,2,...,p) andxjk( j 51,2,...,q) is assumed
to be given by the following linear equation,

yk5a01(
j 51

q

a j3xjk1ek , ~1!

whereyk and xjk represent response variables and predicto
variables, respectively,a0 is a constant component, andek
expresses unknown error components. In this multiple regres
sion model,p is the number of sample data being analyzed
andq is that of predictor variables. The regression coefficients
a j ( j 50,1,2,̄ ,q) are unknown values that are estimated by
the method of least-squares in the analysis. Let us denote th
estimated regression coefficients byâ j ; then the correspond-
ing multiple regression equation is expressed as
Jo
-

e

ŷk5â01(
j 51

q

â j3xjk , ~2!

yk5 ŷk1r k ~3!

where ŷk are the response variables estimated usingâ j , and
r k is the residual. A measure for suitability of the regress
equation is given by the parameterR2, which is defined as the
square of the multiple correlation coefficientR, that is,

R25F (k~yk2 ȳk!~ ŷk2 ȳ̂k!

A(k~yk2 ȳk!
2A(k~ ŷk2 ȳ̂k!

2G 2

, ~4!

where ȳk and ȳ̂k denote the average ofyk and ŷk , respec-
tively, over thep number of data. The value ofR is the cor-
relation coefficient betweenyk and ŷk . The value of R2

ranges from 0 to 1, and the linear approximation becom
better asR2 approaches 1.

2.2 Multiple Regression Model for Modified Lambert-
Beer Law
Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the proposed method. Fo
semi-infinite scattering medium such as human skin, an
sorbance spectrumA(l) is defined as
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 701
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Fig. 2 Two-layered skin tissue model.
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A~l!52 log10D~l!, ~5!

whereD(l) is a reflectance spectrum obtained from the me-
dium and l is its wavelength. According to the modified
Lambert-Beer law,16,17 the absorbance spectrum of a homoge-
neous scattering medium containing an absorber is express
as

A~l!5C3 l̄ ~l,C!3«~l!1S~l!, ~6!

whereC and«~l! are the molar concentration and molar ex-

tinction coefficient of the absorber, respectively,l̄ (l,C) is the
mean path length, andS(l) is attenuation that is due to scat-
tering. Considering that the upper part of the skin tissue
mainly consists of epidermis containing the melanin and der
mis containing the oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglo
bin, the absorbance spectrum may be given by the sum of th
absorbance of epidermis,Aepi(l), that of dermis,Ader(l),
and attenuation by scattering,S(l) as the following
equation:16,17

A~l!5Aepi~l!1Ader~l!1S~l!. ~7!

Using Eq.~6!, Eq. ~7! is rewritten as

A~l!5Cm3 l̄ epi~l,Cm!3«m~l!

1Coh3 l̄ der~l,Coh ,Cdh!3«oh~l!

1Cdh3 l̄ der~l,Coh ,Cdh!3«dh~l!1S~l!, ~8!

where the subscriptsm, oh, anddh for C and«~l! denote the
melanin, oxygenated hemoglobin, and deoxygenated hemo

globin, respectively. The two functionsl̄ epi(l,Cm) and

l̄ der(l,Coh ,Cdh) are the mean path length in epidermis and
dermis, respectively. For light diffusely reflected from a semi-
infinite medium containing absorbers, it is generally
known16,17 that the mean path length becomes shorter as th
concentration of absorbers increases, while the attenuation b
scattering has no change. There are also some other chr
mophores such as bilirubin in skin tissue, but their contribu-
tion to the absorbance spectrum is considered to be small
comparison with those of the three chromophores given here
Then we assume that the effect of other chromophores is in
cluded inS(l) of Eq. ~8!.

By using the absorbance spectrum as a response variab
and the molar extinction coefficients of the three chro-
702 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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mophores as predictor variables, the multiple regress
model given by Eq.~1! can be applied to Eq.~8! as15

A~lk!5am3«m~lk!1aoh3«oh~lk!

1adh3«dh~lk!1a01e~lk!, ~9!

wheream , aoh , adh , anda0 are the regression coefficient
e(lk) is an error component, andlk indicates discrete value
in the wavelength range treated in the analysis. By execu
the multiple regression analysis for one sample of the ab
bance spectrum consisting of ap number of discrete wave
lengths, one set of the four regression coefficients is obtain
When they are denoted byâm , âoh , âdh , andâ0 , the result-
ant regression equation is written as

Â~lk!5âm3«m~lk!1âoh3«oh~lk!1âdh3«dh~lk!1â0 ,
~10!

where Â(lk) is the estimated absorbance spectrum. In t
case, the regression coefficientâ0 is expressed by applying
the relation of Eqs.~2! and ~3! to Eqs.~9! and ~10!, as

â05Ā2 «̄m3âm2 «̄oh3âoh2 «̄dh3âdh , ~11!

where Ā, «̄m , «̄oh , and «̄dh are the averages ofA(lk),
«m(lk), «oh(lk), and«dh(lk) over the wavelength range, o
k51 to p. In this paper, we denote this part of the multip
regression analysis, MRA1.

The regression coefficients,âm , âoh , andâdh describe the
degree of contribution of each molar extinction coefficient
the absorbance spectrum and thus the three regression c
cients are closely related to the concentrationsCm , Coh , and
Cdh , respectively. Then, in Eq.~11!, the value ofâ0 is also
related to the three concentrations. As seen from the
terms in Eqs.~8! and~10!, however, the regression coefficien
âm includes a factor of the mean path length in epiderm

l̄ epi(l,Cm) and the value ofâm is nonlinearly related to tha
of Cm . This discussion applies also in the cases ofâoh and
âdh for dermis. Moreover, the regression coefficientâm de-
pends on the concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobinCoh

and deoxygenated hemoglobinCdh in dermis, andâoh and
âdh depend onCm as well. As illustrated in Fig. 2, light inci-
dent on the skin’s surface is propagated into epidermis
dermis under the scattering and absorption. Then some
tion of the scattered light comes back from the dermis to
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Estimation of melanin and hemoglobin . . .
epidermis and finally is emitted from the surface. Therefore
the increase inAder according toCoh and Cdh causes a de-
crease in the light scattered back to the epidermis and thu
results in a decrease inAepi . Similarly, an increase inAepi

according toCm may result in a decrease inAder . In this way,
the absorbance effects in epidermis and dermis are interd
pendent and their contributions cannot be separated. Ther
fore, the absolute values ofCm , Coh , andCdh are not accu-
rately determined only fromâm , âoh , and âdh , respectively.
For this problem, Shimada et al.15 have proposed the use of
relative changes in the absorbance spectra as the predict
variable. But the effects of nonlinearity and interdependenc
mentioned above still remain in their results,16,17 and their
method is limited to a small range of the change in each
concentration.

The oxygen saturation of hemoglobin in dermis,SO2 , is
defined by the concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygen
ated hemoglobin as

SO25
Coh

Coh1Cdh
5

Coh

Cth
, ~12!

whereCth5Coh1Cdh is the concentration of total hemoglo-
bin. Using the regression coefficients in Eq.~10!, the esti-
mated oxygen saturationSO2 may be given by

SO25
âoh

âoh1âdh
5

âoh

âth
, ~13!

whereâth5âoh1âdh . The values ofâoh and âdh contain the
above-mentioned effects. However, it is considered that thos
effects on the value ofSO2 are expected to be small, because
the oxygen saturation is given by a ratio of the two coeffi-
cients in Eq.~13!.

2.3 Compensation for the Nonlinearity
To compensate for the effects of nonlinearity and interdepen
dence in MRA1, it is necessary to know the mean path length

functions l̄ epi(l,Cm) and l̄ der(l,Coh ,Cdh). However, they
are generally unknown and thus it is necessary to estimate th
relation between the regression coefficientsâm , âoh , âdh ,
and â0 and the three concentration values,Cm , Coh , and
Cdh . There are some general methods for treating an estima
tion problem like this, including a neural network and mul-
tiple regression analysis using higher-order terms. A neura
network usually gives relatively good estimates, but it is
rather difficult to find appropriate parameters. As described in
the previous section, we employed a multiple regression
analysis to evaluate the absorption spectra because of its sim
plicity. To keep the effective use of this method, we apply a
multiple regression analysis also to the estimation of the non
linear relation.

When the oxygen saturation is obtained by Eqs.~12! or
~13!, it is enough to obtain the concentration of total hemo-
globin, Cth , instead of bothCoh andCdh . Thus the multiple
regression model in this case is expressed by the followin
two equations:

Cm
i 5bm3âi1em

i , ~14!
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Cth
i 5bth3âi1eth

i , ~15!

âi5@1, âm
i , âth

i , â0
i , âm

i 3âth
i , âm

i

3â0
i ,¯higher order terms̄ # t, ~16!

bm5@bm
0 , bm

1 , bm
2 ,¯ , bm

z21#, ~17!

bth5@bth
0 , bth

1 , bth
2 ,¯ , bth

z21#, ~18!

whereCm
i and Cth

i (5Coh
i 1Cdh

i ) denote the concentration
of melanin and total hemoglobin, respectively, in the mediu
from which thei ’ th absorbance spectrum sample is obtain
andem

i andeth
i are error components. In Eq.~16!, @¯# t rep-

resents the transposition of the vector. Here,âi expresses the
vector that contains the regression coefficients estimated
MRA1 for the i ’ th absorbance spectrum and their highe
order terms. The number of components in this vector is
sumed to bez. In Eqs.~14! and~15!, bm3âi andbth3âi are
the scalar product. Two coefficient vectorsbm and bth are
unknown, but they can be estimated by the multiple regr
sion analysis in whichCm

i and Cth
i are treated as respons

variables and vector components ofâi as predictor variables

When the estimated coefficient vectors are denoted asb̂m and

b̂th ,

Ĉm
i 5b̂m3âi , ~19!

Ĉth
i 5b̂th3âi , ~20!

b̂m5@ b̂m
0 , b̂m

1 , b̂m
2 ,¯ , b̂m

z21#, ~21!

b̂th5@ b̂th
0 , b̂th

1 , b̂th
2 ,¯ , b̂th

z21#, ~22!

whereĈm
i and Ĉth

i are the estimated values ofCm
i and Cth

i ,
respectively. We call this multiple regression analysis MR
in this paper.

To perform MRA2, we need a number of datasets t
contain various concentrations of melaninCm and total hemo-
globin Cth , and the corresponding absorbance spectra.
prepare these data sets, we employed a Monte Carlo sim
tion for the layered skin tissue model.18 This process, includ-
ing the Monte Carlo calculation, is shown as the preparat
work in Fig. 1 and its details are described in the next secti

The coefficientsb̂m and b̂th obtained from MRA2 imply vec-
tors that convert the regression coefficients obtained in MR
to the concentrations of melanin and total hemoglobin,
spectively, and thus we refer to them as the conversion v
tors in this study. Once we determine the conversion vec

b̂m andb̂th in MRA2 for necessary ranges of the melanin a

hemoglobin concentrations, the values ofĈm and Ĉth can
easily be obtained by Eqs.~19! and ~20! from the regression
coefficients in MRA1 without the Monte Carlo simulation.

3 Derivation of the Conversion Vectors
3.1 Method
To derive the conversion vectors numerically, we first calc
lated diffuse reflectance spectra at intervals of 10 nm in
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 703
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Nishidate, Aizu, and Mishina
wavelength range from 400 to 700 nm by Monte Carlo simu-
lation for the layered skin tissue model shown in Fig. 2. In
this model, we assumed that melanosomes containing melan
and blood, including hemoglobin, are homogeneously distrib
uted over the epidermis and dermis, respectively. The actua
human skin overlies a fatty layer and muscle tissue, which
have their own optical properties. The light reflected from the
skin tissue is probably affected by these subcutaneous layer
However, the diffuse reflectance spectrum in the visible wave
length range is primarily governed by the epidermis and uppe
part of the dermis, although the near-infrared light probes
those deeper layers. Thus, we mainly paid attention to th
contribution of the two upper layers in the present simulation
A more realistic model that includes the subcutaneous layer
should be used in the next study of this method.

We used the Monte Carlo code developed by Wang et al.,18

in which the diffuse reflectance from multilayered tissue is
calculated. This code uses the Henyey-Greenstein phas
function.19 The Monte Carlo simulation requires that each
layer be characterized by the scattering coefficien
ms(l) cm21, absorption coefficientma(l) cm21, anisotropy
factorg(l), refractive indexn(l), and thicknessd cm in the
above-mentioned wavelength range. The absorption coeffi
cient ma(l) generally changes as the concentration of mela
nin or hemoglobin varies according to physiological condi-
tions, whereas the other parameters may not substantially d
so. Thus, values of the scattering coefficientms(l), anisot-
ropy factorg(l), refractive indexn(l), and thicknessd were
assumed to be known in the present model. In actual calcula
tions, we input typical published values forms(l)20 of dermis
andg(l)21 to both epidermis and dermis, which are provided
as a function of wavelength. For a proper simulation, differen
values ofms(l) should be used for the epidermis and dermis.
However, the scattering coefficient of the epidermis was no
available in the literature for the analyzed wavelength range
Thus, the same values were used for both epidermis and de
mis.

It is said20,21 that the difference in the scattering coefficient
between epidermis and dermis is not large, although ther
actually is some. The effects of such a difference on the analy
sis should be investigated in the future when the estimatio
accuracy is studied. The refractive indexn(l) is fixed to be
1.4 for the two layers over the wavelength range of 400 to 700
nm and thus is denoted simply byn in this paper. The thick-
ness valuesd of epidermis and dermis were set to be 0.006
and 0.494 cm, respectively.

The absorption coefficient of the epidermis depends on th
volume concentration of melanosome in epidermis,Cmel . We
assumed that the absorption coefficient of a simple melano
some given in the literature22 corresponds to that of epidermis
in the case ofCmel5100%.Then we derived the correspond-
ing absorption coefficients of epidermis for ten different con-
centrations ofCmel51 to 10% at intervals of 1%, by simply
proportioning it to that forCmel5100%. The absorption co-
efficient of dermis depends both on the volume concentratio
Cb and oxygen saturationSO2 of blood in dermis. In the same
way as described earlier, the generally known absorption co
efficients of oxygenated(SO25100%) and deoxygenated
(SO250%) blood having a 45% hematocrit were assumed to
be that of dermis in the case ofCb5100%.
704 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
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Then the absorption coefficients of dermis were deriv
for five different concentrations ofCb50.2,0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and
1.0% in both cases ofSO250 and 100%. These derivation
were made on 31 wavelength points at 400 to 700 nm
10-nm intervals. In this way the combination ofCmel , Cb ,
andSO2 took 100 different cases, from which 100 reflectan
spectra were calculated. Taking into account our previ
study23 concerning the error of simulated results and calcu
tion time, the number of incident photons was set to be105

for each wavelength. The calculation time for one spectr
ranging from 400 to 700 nm with 31 wavelength points w
roughly 30 min, using the Athlon CPU, 1.4 GHz. Then all th
reflectance spectra were converted into the absorbance sp
by Eq. ~5!.

Performing MRA1 for all the absorbance spectra, 100 s
of the regression coefficientsâm , âoh , âdh , and â0 were
obtained. Although the absorbance spectra were calculate
the range of 400 to 700 nm, we employed the spectral d
only in the range of 500 to 600 nm for MRA1 because t
spectral features of melanin and hemoglobin notably appea
this wavelength range. In fact, the mean value of the prop
tion R2 for 100 absorbance spectra was0.9860.01, which
means a good regression. In addition, the correlation betw
the molar extinction coefficient of oxygenated hemoglob
«oh(l), and that of deoxygenated hemoglobin,«dh(l), is
lower at 500 to 600 nm than in the other ranges, 400 to 5
and 600 to 700 nm. Thus, the multiple regression analy
may give a good separation between«oh(l) and «dh(l) as
predictor variables. With this possibility, we expect that t
oxygen saturationSO2 may be estimated from the values o
âoh(l) and âdh(l) by Eq. ~13!.

Finally, we performed MRA2 to obtain the conversion ve
tors for estimating the volume concentrations,Cmel andCb ,
of melanosome and blood, respectively. In the analysis,
values ofCmel

i andCb
i input into thei ’ th Monte Carlo simu-

lation were used as thei ’ th response variables, while the re
gression coefficientsâm

i , âth
i , and â0

i obtained from the ab-
sorbance spectrum by thei ’ th Monte Carlo simulation were
used as thei ’ th predictor variables. The number of datase
was 100, that is,i 51 to 100. From our preliminary estima
tions, it was reasonable to use components of the first
third order in the vectorâi of Eq. ~16! and thus the numberz
of components was 14. It is noted that the treatment in
section is not essentially different from the use of molar co
centrations as described in the previous sections becaus
molar concentrations of melanin and hemoglobin are prop
tional to the volume concentrations of melanosome and blo
respectively. Table 1 lists components of the two convers

vectorsb̂mel andb̂b which originally correspond tob̂m andb̂th
in Eqs. ~19! and ~20!, respectively. Two resultant regressio
equations using these vectors are expressed as

Ĉmel
i 5b̂mel3âi , ~23!

Ĉb
i 5b̂b3âi . ~24!

These equations with the values in Table 1 were used for
following numerical and experimental investigations in th
paper.
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Estimation of melanin and hemoglobin . . .
3.2 Numerical Investigation
Before our experiments, we performed a numerical investiga
tion to verify the feasibility of the proposed method using the
conversion vectors. Instead of measurements, we calculate
newly diffuse reflectance spectra by using the Monte Carlo
simulation as test samples. For the volume concentration
Cmel and Cb , of melanosomes in epidermis and blood, re-
spectively, having a 45% hematocrit in dermis, the same val
ues as those used in Sec. 3.1 were again employed. With te
values ofCmel and five values ofCb , we had 50 different
combinations. The oxygen saturationSO2 of blood was set to
be 60% for all 50 combinations. Other conditions for the
simulation were fixed to be the same as those in Sec. 3.1. I
this way we obtained 50 diffuse reflectance spectra and the
converted them into the absorbance spectra by using Eq.~5!.
Figure 3 demonstrates typical absorbance spectra measur
on the finger surface of a Japanese adult and calculated by t
Monte Carlo simulation forCmel53.0%, Cb50.2%, and
SO2560%. Measurements were made by using a multichan
nel spectrometer under the illumination of a halogen lamp
light. In Fig. 3, the measured result shows relatively high
absorbance in the shorter wavelength range, has a slight in
crease around 550 nm, and decreases again in the long
wavelength range. This distinctive curve is due to the well-
known light-absorption properties24,25 of melanin and hemo-
globin, which are characterized by their molar extinction co-
efficients. The same spectral characteristics as in the measur
result are seen also in the simulated one. This compariso

Table 1 Components of the conversion vectors b̂mel and b̂b obtained
from MRA2.

z âi b̂mel b̂b

1 1 b̂m 0 26.428E201 b̂ th 0 25.489E202

2 âm i b̂m 1 1.692E104 b̂ th 1 26.050E101

3 âth i b̂m 2 24.542E104 b̂ th 2 1.778E104

4 â0 i b̂m 3 7.356E100 b̂ th 3 5.264E201

5 âm i
3 b̂m 4 2.172E110 b̂ th 4 1.015E109

6 âth i
3 b̂m 5 21.212E116 b̂ th 5 21.731E114

7 â0 i
3 b̂m 6 2.340E101 b̂ th 6 1.453E101

8 âm i•â th i•â0 i b̂m 7 5.523E109 b̂ th 7 1.585E109

9 âm i
2

•â th i b̂m 8 21.647E111 b̂ th 8 26.486E111

10 âm i
2

•â0 i b̂m 9 5.766E107 b̂ th 9 2.952E106

11 âth i
2

•âm i b̂m 10 23.080E114 b̂ th 10 23.072E110

12 âth i
2

•â0 i b̂m 11 5.298E111 b̂ th 11 1.441E111

13 â0 i
2
•âm i b̂m 12 2.132E103 b̂ th 12 21.500E104

14 â0 i
2
•â th i b̂m 13 26.203E106 b̂ th 13 21.682E106
Jo
d

,

n

d
e

-
r

d

indicates that the present calculation model is suitable for
merically simulating the diffuse reflectance spectra from h
man skin tissue.

Then by performing MRA1 for each absorbance spectru
50 sets ofâm , âoh , âdh , and â0 were obtained. The mea
value of the proportionR2 was again0.9860.01 for 50 ab-
sorbance spectra. At this point in time, the oxygen satura
SO2 was calculated for each spectrum from Eq.~13!. The
mean value ofSO2 was 59.761.24%, which gives good
agreement with the original value of 60%. To check reliabil
for the estimation of oxygen saturation, we performed
same investigation as above on the absorbance spectra
were calculated under the conditions ofSO250 and 100%.
The mean values ofSO2 were evaluated to be8.561.98and
87.062.90% for the original values of 0 and 100%, respe
tively. This discrepancy for both cases may result from
distortion of absorbance spectra, which is due to the loss
reflection by the wavelength-dependent light scattering in
tissue. As a consequence, the absorbance spectra forSO2
50% become not fully independent of the molar extinctio
coefficient «oh(l), although the oxygenated hemoglobin
not included in the simulation. Thus, the regression coeffici
âoh becomes not zero, but a certain small value in MRA
The same discussion can be applied to the case ofSO2
5100%. These errors ofSO2 possibly suggest the limits o
abilities of MRA1 for estimating oxygen saturation.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the values ofâm and
âth(5âoh1âdh) versus the volume concentrations,Cmel and
Cb , of melanosomes and blood, respectively. In Fig. 4~a!, the
value of âm increases nonlinearly with an increase inCmel .
This indicates the nonlinear relation between the absorba
of epidermis,Aepi , and the concentration of melanosom
Cmel , as described in Sec. 2.2. Moreover, the value ofâm

decreases with an increase inCb . The same tendency is als
seen in the results ofâth shown in Fig. 4~b!. These properties
indicate that the absorbance of epidermis,Aepi , and that of
dermis, Ader , are interdependent. On the other hand, t
value ofâ0 ~not shown here! increased with increases in bot
Cmel andCb . Therefore it is clear that the volume concentr
tions of melanin and blood are not accurately determined
using only MRA1, although the regression coefficientsâm ,

Fig. 3 Typical absorbance spectra obtained from human skin tissue
and the Monte Carlo simulation.
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 705
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Fig. 4 Regression coefficients (a) âm and (b) âth versus their concentrations obtained from multiple regression analysis, MRA1.
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âth , and â0 are related to those concentrations.
We next substituted the regression coefficientsâm , âth ,

and â0 into the regression equations@Eqs.~23! and ~24!# ob-
tained in advance by MRA2 and then estimated the volume
concentrationsCmel andCb for each of 50 absorbance spec-
tra, respectively. Figure 5 shows a comparison between th
estimated and original values of the volume concentration
Cmel for melanosomes andCb for blood. In both Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b!, the estimated values well agree with the original
ones in given concentration ranges ofCmel and Cb . These
results indicate the effectiveness of the method for compensa
tion of the nonlinearity in the multiple regression analysis for
skin tissue spectroscopy.

4 Experiments with Skin Tissue Phantom
4.1 Skin Tissue Phantom
To confirm the usefulness of the proposed method, we pe
formed experiments using skin tissue phantoms. The phanto
consists of an epidermis and a dermis layer. We prepared ag
solution by diluting agar powder~Ina Food Industrial Inc.,
Japan! with saline at a weight ratio of 0.8%. To make the
scattering condition, Intralipid 10% solution~Fresenius Kabi
AB, Sweden! was added to the agar solution. The resultant
solution was used as the base material for epidermis and de
706 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4
-

-

r

r-

mis layers. The volume ratio of Intralipid 10% solution to th
agar solution was one to ten. A coffee solution was introdu
as a substitute for melanin into the base material, and
mixture was used to make an epidermis layer. An oxygena
dermis layer was made by adding a small amount of fu
oxygenated horse blood having a 44% hematocrit to the b
material, while a deoxygenated dermis layer was prepared
sufficiently dropping aNa2S2O4-added saline solution on th
surface of the oxygenated dermis layer. All these layers w
hardened in various molds having the required thickness
size by being cooled at about5.5 °C for 30 min.

The thicknesses of epidermis and dermis layers were m
to be 0.1 and 0.5 cm, respectively, while the area of each la
was 2.634.5 cm2. The 0.1-cm thickness of the epiderm
phantom is an order of magnitude greater than the actual
dermal thickness. In this study, however, it was difficult
make a layer thinner than 0.1 cm. To reduce the expec
effects of this thickness on experimental results, then,
scattering and absorption coefficients of the epidermis ph
tom were controlled so that the absorbance spectrum bec
close to that of human skin shown in Fig. 3. The volum
concentration of a coffee solution in the epidermis layer w
set to beCc55.0, 10, and 20%, while that of horse blood i
the dermis layer wasCb50.2,0.4, and 0.6%. The subscriptc
Fig. 5 Comparison of the estimated and original concentrations for (a) melanosomes and (b) blood.
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Fig. 6 Experimental setups for (a) diffuse reflectance measurements and (b) total transmittance measurements.
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for the coffee concentration corresponds tomel for melano-
some in the previous section. The oxygen saturations of bloo
in the oxygenated and deoxygenated dermis layers were a
sumed to beSO25100and 0%, respectively, because both the
oxygenation and deoxygenation were fully made in the abov
process. Finally, we built two-layered skin tissue phantoms by
putting the epidermis layer on the dermis layer as the tes
sample.

4.2 Method
As preparation measurements, we first determined the absor
tion coefficientma(l) and scattering coefficientms(l) in 500
to 600 nm of each layer that makes up the phantoms, becau
ma(l) andms(l) are necessary for the Monte Carlo simula-
tion, andma(l) is also required to calculate the volume con-
centrations of coffee and blood. For this purpose, we mea
sured diffuse reflectance and total transmittance spectra o
each layer individually. Figure 6 schematically shows experi-
mental setups for measuring diffuse reflectance spectra an
total transmittance spectra. A halogen lamp light~150 W!,
which covers the visible wavelength range from 400 to 700
nm, illuminates the phantom layer via a light guide and lens
with a spot diameter of 0.4 cm. The diameter and focal length
of the lens are 5.4 and 10 cm, respectively. The layer wa
placed between two glass slides having a thickness of 1.0 mm
and fixed at the sample holder of an integrating sphere~Lab-
sphere Inc., RT-060-SF!. The detected area of the layer was
circular, with a diameter of 2.2 cm. Light diffusely reflected
or transmitted from this area was received at the input face o
an optical fiber probe having a diameter of 400mm placed at
the detector port of the sphere. The fiber transmits the re
ceived light into a multichannel spectrometer~Ocean Optics
Inc., SD-2000!, which measures reflectance or transmittance
spectra in the visible wavelength range under the control of
personal computer~PC!.

To determinema(l) andms(l) from measured spectra, we
employed the inverse Monte Carlo method.26 In the present
study, the Monte Carlo calculation of reflectance and trans
mittance spectra was iterated for varying values ofma(l) and
ms(l) until the difference between the simulated and mea
sured spectral values decreased below a predetermined thre
old. The values used in the last step of iteration were adopte
as the final results. This process was carried out at intervals o
10 nm from 500 to 600 nm, and wavelength-dependent prop
Jo
-

-

e

f

d

h-

f

erties ofma(l) and ms(l) were obtained for each layer. A
spectral curve for one layer was determined by averaging
results of five runs. In these calculations, the refractive ind
n was assumed to be 1.33 for all the layers in the wh
wavelength range, and the published values27 were used for
the anisotropy factorg(l) of Intralipid 10%. The absorption
coefficient ma(l) varies according to the concentration
coffee or blood in each layer. Then we calculated the coe
cient for a 100% volume concentration by making a line
fitting of various absorption coefficients obtained under t
different concentrations given to the skin tissue phanto
Figure 7~a! shows the resultant properties for the absorpt
coefficients of coffee solutionma

c(l), oxygenated blood
ma

ob(l), and deoxygenated bloodma
db(l), and Fig. 7~b!

shows the scattering coefficientms(l). The scattering coeffi-
cient in Fig. 7~b! is the average value for epidermis and de
mis layers.

We also need to have the conversion vectors for the s
tissue phantoms used in this study because the results of T
1 were obtained with human skin conditions and thus w
unavailable for the phantoms. We generated diffuse refl
tance spectra ranging from 500 to 600 nm by using a Mo
Carlo simulation with conditions of the phantoms. For th
simulation, the volume concentrationCc of the coffee solu-
tion in the epidermis layer, that of blood in the dermis lay
Cb , and the oxygen saturationSO2 of blood were set to be
the same as those used for the phantoms. We thus obtaine
different reflectance spectra from the combination ofCc , Cb ,
andSO2 , and then converted them into absorbance spectra
Eq. ~5!. Performing MRA1 and MRA2 as described in Se
3.1, we derived the conversion vectors and the correspon
regression equations for estimating the volume concen
tions, Cc andCb , of coffee solution and blood, respectivel
The molecular weights of coffee and horse blood used for
phantoms were unknown and their molar extinction coe
cients were accordingly unavailable. However, the absorp
coefficient is proportional to the molar extinction coefficien
In MRA1, therefore, the absorption coefficientsma

c(l),
ma

ob(l), and ma
db(l) shown in Fig. 7~a! were used as the

predictor variables instead of the molar extinction coe
cients. The mean value of the proportionR2 was0.9860.01
for the 18 absorbance spectra.
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 707
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Fig. 7 Properties of (a) absorption coefficients and (b) scattering coefficient for the skin tissue phantoms used in experiments.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
Although we made both oxygenated and deoxygenated derm
layers for the skin tissue phantom, we did not use the latte
because its deoxygenated state was unstable and the opti
properties of the epidermis layer may have been affected b
permeation ofNa2S2O4 into the dermis layer through the epi-
dermis layer. Hence, nine different kinds of two-layered skin
tissue phantoms were made from the combination ofCc and
Cb with SO25100%. Using the setup of Fig. 6~a!, we mea-
sured the diffuse reflectance spectra of skin tissue phantoms
the range of 400 to 700 nm and then converted them into th
absorbance spectra by Eq.~5!. Figure 8 shows typical absor-
bance spectra measured from the phantoms having differe
volume concentrations of the coffee solution. In Fig. 8, as the
value ofCc becomes larger, the absorbance in a shorter wave
length range increases significantly in comparison with that in
a longer wavelength range. This is due to the large absorptio
property of coffee solution in the shorter wavelength range, a
expected from Fig. 7~a!. The three absorbance spectra also
reveal the well-known characteristic spectral curve of oxygen
ated blood, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. These absorbance spectra of
ne
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r
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the phantom are similar to those of human skin shown in F
3. Thus we conclude that the 0.1-cm thickness of the epid
mis phantom had no significant effect on the present analy
and that these skin tissue phantoms could be used succes
in our experiments.

Performing MRA1 for each absorbance spectrum m
sured from the skin tissue phantom, nine sets ofâc , âb

(5âob1âdb), and â0 were obtained. Here the subscriptsc,
b, ob, anddb correspond tom, th, oh, anddh described in
Sec. 2.2, respectively. The mean value of the proportionR2

was0.9660.01 for the nine absorbance spectra. That ofSO2
was 87.467.07%, which resulted in underestimation with
relatively large variation. However, considering the numeri
result forSO25100%discussed in Sec. 3.2, this experimen
result is reasonable at present. Substituting the regression
efficients âc , âb , and â0 into the regression equations ob
tained by the MRA2 analysis for the skin tissue phantom
Sec. 4.2, we estimated the volume concentrations,Cc andCb ,
of coffee solution and blood for each phantom, respectiv
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the estimated
original values of the volume concentrations forCc andCb .
In Fig. 9~a!, the estimated value agrees with the original o
for each value ofCb . The agreement between the estimat
and original values is also shown in Fig. 9~b!. Hence the
feasibility of this method was verified by the phantom expe
ments. These results also demonstrate the usefulness o
skin tissue phantoms developed for this study.

5 Experiments with Human Skin Tissue
5.1 Method
To confirm the applicability of the present method to anin
vivo situation, we performed time series measurements
melanin and hemoglobin on human skin tissue during c
occlusion. A brachial cuff of a mercury sphygmomanome
~Kenzmedico Co., Ltd., Japan! was fixed around the uppe
arm of a Japanese adult male and pressure up to 200 m
was applied. Using the setup shown in Fig. 6~a!, we con-
ducted time series measurements of diffuse reflectance sp
from the surface of the forearm. Measurements were mad
2-s intervals for 14 min. One spectrum was obtained by av
Fig. 8 Typical absorbance spectra obtained from the two-layered skin
tissue phantoms.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the estimated and original concentrations for (a) coffee solution and (b) blood.
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aging eight runs, in which one run was made in 250 ms. We
converted all the diffuse reflectance spectra into the abso
bance spectra, performed MRA1 for each spectrum, and ob
tained time series sets ofâm , âth , andâ0 . The mean value of
the proportionR2 was0.9660.01for all the absorbance spec-
tra. The volume concentration of melanosomes,Cmel , that of
blood, Cb , and the oxygen saturationSO2 were estimated
from Eqs.~23!, ~24!, and~13!, respectively, together with the
conversion vectors listed in Table 1. Since these vectors wer
used for deriving experimental results, it should be noted tha
the assumptions for the scattering coefficient, anisotropy fac
tor, refractive index, and thickness in Sec. 3.1 were applied t
these human measurements.

5.2 Results and Discussion
Figure 10 shows the time course ofCmel , Cb , andSO2 dur-
ing the cuff occlusion test. Each temporal variation is plotted
at every 10 sec. Before the cuff occlusion~between2140and
0 s!, the oxygen saturation ranges from 51.6 to 60.3%, which
agrees with the results reported in the literatures.3,4,6 The
mean value ofCb is 0.2460.01%,which is fairly close to a
general example of the volume concentration of blood in der
mis, Cb50.2%, assuming that the blood is uniformly distrib-
ors
per-
tors
tar-
, it
nce
s of
os-
ec-
with
us-
rd set
om
w
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dy-
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uted. Typical ranges for the volume concentration of mela
somes in epidermis have been reported:28 Cmel51 to 3% for
light-skinned Caucasians, 11 to 16% for Mediterranean typ
and 18–43% for darkly pigmented Africans. Considering th
the subject in this experiment was a relatively light-skinn
Japanese, the mean value ofCmel54.660.02%is acceptable.

During the cuff occlusion~between 0 and 370 s!, the value
of SO2 shows the well-known deoxygenation curve in whic
the oxygen saturation falls exponentially and approaches z
On the other hand, the value ofCb increases slowly. This
change inCb probably has a physiological cause in that du
ing the occlusion the venous outflow is reduced more than
arterial inflow. After the cuff was released~between 370 and
700 s!, bothSO2 andCb increased sharply and then gradua
returned to the values before the occlusion. These change
SO2 andCb may be due to the postocclusion reactive hyp
emia and oxygenation, and recovery of blood circulation.
spite of the dramatic change inSO2 and Cb , the value of
Cmel remains almost unchanged during measurements.
constancy ofCmel indicates that the interdependence betwe
the absorbance of epidermis and that of dermis is effectiv
compensated by the present method. In this way, physiol
cal conditions of human skin tissue were successfully mo
tored in vivo by using the proposed method.

However, this method requires different conversion vect
because the target tissue will have different scattering pro
ties and thicknesses. Therefore, alternative conversion vec
must be prepared by Monte Carlo simulation whenever a
get with different conditions is measured. In such a case
may take about 12 h to generate 100 samples of reflecta
spectra and to determine the conversion vectors by mean
the Athlon CPU, 1.4 GHz, for example. There may be a p
sible approach to reduce this computational burden. Refl
tance spectra of 100 samples are calculated in advance
typical scattering, absorbing, and geometric conditions. In
ing the present method, they are referenced as the standa
of spectra and may be modified according to deviations fr
the original~typical! values in those conditions when a ne
target tissue is measured, instead of recalculations of re
tance spectra. We consider that this approach is worth stu
ing in future work. In addition, the problem of estimatio
Fig. 10 Time course of concentration of melanosomes, Cmel , blood,
Cb , and oxygen saturation SO2 , during the cuff occlusion.
urnal of Biomedical Optics d July/August 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 4 709
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Nishidate, Aizu, and Mishina
errors for SO250 and 100% described in Sec. 3.2 still re-
mains unsolved. These errors may be reduced if the value o
SO2 is calculated, not from the values ofâoh and âdh , but

from that ofĈoh andĈdh . It is possible to obtain the regres-

sion equations needed for derivingĈoh and Ĉdh by perform-
ing MRA2. This subject will be examined in the near future.

6 Conclusion
A new method has been proposed for estimating the concen
trations of melanin and hemoglobin, and oxygen saturation in
human skin tissue. A multiple regression analysis based on th
modified Lambert-Beer law was successfully used to deter
mine the regression coefficients relating to the concentratio
of melanin and blood. Nonlinearity between the regression
coefficients and the melanin and blood concentrations wa
compensated by using conversion vectors derived from Mont
Carlo simulations. The potential of this method was verified
by Monte Carlo simulation and phantom experiments using
two-layered skin tissue models. The results ofin vivo experi-
ments presented expected variations in the melanin and bloo
concentrations and the oxygen saturation in human skin du
ing cuff occlusion. At present, this method relies on typical
values published in the literature for the scattering coefficient
anisotropy factor, refractive index, and thickness. It is thus
necessary to evaluate how a change in these values affects t
estimated results. It is also desirable to combine this metho
with other measurement techniques that provide some or a
of the above four quantities, for example, optical coherence
tomography.
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